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Te modeling of software functional requirements is very important in the development of software systems. In addition, it is also
highly important to model security requirements, specifcally authentication requirements, to prevent security risks and threats at
the design level. Te authentication requirements impose various constraints on granting access to only legitimate users to use
computer resources. Tese constraints play an important role in the modeling of functional and authentication concerns of
software systems. However, due to their crosscutting nature, their modeling results in pervasiveness across several design models.
Tese constraints crosscut other constraints, which raises the problems of tangling and scattering. As a result, it is highly difcult
to manage and maintain the constraints put on design models. Moreover, taking ad hoc approaches to deal with these constraints
in complex systems is likely to result in faulty design models. All the existing approaches only deal with crosscutting behavior and
completely ignore the crosscutting constraints. Terefore, our main research objective is to improve the modeling of crosscutting
constraints and remove the scattering and tangling problems. For this purpose, we propose an authentication-oriented approach
tomodeling these constraints using the aspect-oriented technique. Using this approach, two case studies are implemented. Finally,
the results show that the tangling and scattering problems are eliminated by separately modeling the crosscutting constraints as
aspects using aspect OCL. Tis reduces the overall number of constraints and lowers the maintenance and management efort,
which ultimately reduces the complexity of sequence models. Te constraint-oriented sequence models are successfully verifed,
which shows that the output models are correct and complete. To conclude, our research approach is more useful and efective
than the other approaches as it covers all the necessary steps required for functional and authentication behavior and
constraint modeling.

1. Introduction

Modeling the functional requirements of a software system
at the design stage is highly essential for supporting various
software development activities. Moreover, software re-
searchers have mostly concentrated on the modeling of
functional requirements, but the modeling of non-func-
tional requirements has been largely ignored [1, 2]. Among
these non-functional requirements, authentication re-
quirements are viewed as the most important [3] and should
be addressed early in the software development process
[4–6]. Authentication [7] is one of the software security
aspects that refers to the confrmation and verifcation of a

user’s identity. It confrms that the data stored on a com-
puter or network should be accessible only to authenticated
users. Authentication requirements, from a design per-
spective, raise security challenges if they are not properly
handled in a design. Tese requirements are considered
crosscutting, which creates scattering and tangling prob-
lems. Terefore, researchers advise handling authentication
behavior modeling carefully and separately from the soft-
ware functional design during the design phase [4, 6, 8–10].
Apart from authentication behavior, authentication con-
straints also play a signifcant role in model-driven engi-
neering [11, 12]. With UML models, constraints are used to
make the models more accurate, consistent, and complete
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according to the requirements specifcation [12–14]. Using
the object constraint language (OCL), these constraints are
normally applied to the design models for representing the
system. But due to their crosscutting nature, these con-
straints also face scattering and tangling problems and be-
come dispersed across several models [15], whichmake these
models difcult to maintain and comprehend [16, 17], since
they further increase the software complexity and result in
highly chaotic and error-prone models. As a result, it is not
benefcial for systems like banking systems, critical systems,
etc. to model authentication constraints in this manner.
Furthermore, taking an ad hoc approach to address these
constraints for a large application is likely to result in faulty
design models. Tese faulty models may result in security
breaches or failures.

Hence, keeping all these problems in mind, we propose
an authentication-oriented approach to provide a solution to
the challenges of functional and security crosscutting con-
straints. Tis approach is based on aspect-oriented modeling
and aspect OCL [15, 18] to identify and model the cross-
cutting behavior and constraints as aspects. Tis approach
signifcantly reduces security vulnerabilities and defects, as
well as the management and maintenance efort required for
constraints, and also development time and cost [19, 20].
Moreover, the proposed approach reduces the burden on
software developers by addressing security earlier. To
implement the research, we used the UML class and
sequence diagram for modeling.Te class diagram is good at
visualizing the software structure, and the concepts of
aspect-oriented modeling are already embedded in the class
diagram [1, 10]. As a result, many researchers used this
diagram in security modeling [9, 10]. Another reason is that
behavioral diagrams, such as sequence diagrams, are
normally created from class diagrams to show the system’s
behavior. Te sequence diagram is mostly used in industries
and academia. Tis diagram is also used by researchers for
security modeling to demonstrate security behavior [10].
Insecurities and weaknesses in security mechanisms can be
easily identifed with sequence diagrams [21].

Our research has made the following signifcant
contributions:

(1) Our frst contribution is the identifcation and
separation of crosscutting constraints from simple
OCL constraints at the design stage.

(2) Our second contribution is the extension of the
aspect OCL for the specifcation of authentication
constraints.

(3) Our third contribution is the modularization of the
functional and authentication crosscutting con-
straints as constraint aspects using aspect OCL and
weaving the constraint aspects into their respective
sequence models.

(4) Te fourth contribution is the verifcation of the
constraint-oriented sequence model in terms of
correctness and completeness.

Te structure of the paper is as follows: In Sections 1 and
2, the introduction and related work are discussed. In

Section 3, the proposed research approach is discussed.
Section 4 is about constraint specifcation using OCL and
Aspect OCL. Section 5 includes the implementation of the
case studies, and Section 6 shows the results and signifcance.
Section 7 concludes the research and future work.

2. Related Work

Te related work shows that various authors contributed to
the modularization of the crosscutting quality attributes
using the aspect-oriented technique. Some authors also
worked on the object constraint language (OCL) for spec-
ifying the constraints. Terefore, the related work is further
divided into three subsections, i.e., the frst one is related to
modeling, the second one is related to OCL, and the third
one is related to the overall summary and research gaps in
the literature review.

2.1. Aspect-Oriented Modeling (AOM). Ullah et al. [10]
proposed an aspect-oriented methodology to model the
authentication crosscutting concerns as aspects in the mal
sequence diagram. Tis methodology supports the UML
extension mechanism and security profles. Te authors
composed the authentication aspect with the application
design to form a woven sequence diagram using matching
and weaving mechanisms. Te matching and weaving of the
woven model are proved mathematically to check its
completeness and soundness.

Ali et al. [1] modeled the robustness crosscutting be-
havior. Te authors presented an aspect-oriented approach
that supports the modeling of crosscutting behavior in the
UML state machine diagram.

Mouheb et al. [6] presented a comprehensive method-
ology to support the design of security attributes. Tis
methodology is based on an aspect-oriented technique and
supports UML class and behavioral diagrams such as se-
quence, activity, and state machine diagrams.

Cooper et al. [22] presented a formal analysis and design
framework (FADF) that is based on an aspect-oriented
technique to provide a simple repository of aspects and
support the visualization of these aspects in the class diagram.

Georg et al. [23] presented a class and sequence diagram
using an aspect-oriented approach to design software sys-
tems that are highly secure and resistant to threats. Te
authors also conducted a risk assessment to identify po-
tential software vulnerabilities and risks.

Sherief et al. [24] proposed a framework for threat-
driven modeling to determine which threat requires miti-
gation and how to mitigate it. Te authors mainly con-
centrated on the design level. Aspect-oriented stochastic
Petri nets are used to specify the functions and threat
mitigation mechanisms.

Xu and Nygard [25] presented a threat-driven approach
to focus on the designing of functional and security
mechanisms using aspect-oriented Petri nets to prevent
integrity threats and ensure a secure software system. Te
complete security design is created by weaving the miti-
gation mechanism with the functional model.
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Qiu and Zhang [26] proposed an aspect-oriented ap-
proach to address the maintenance problems of safety-
critical systems. Te redundancy tactics are localized as
separate aspects from the functional models. Tese aspects
are woven into the functional component diagram to form
the application design. Te results show that the proposed
approach signifcantly reduces the rate of evolution of
models and the number of model elements needed for
design.

Ray et al. [9] proposed an aspect-oriented approach to
address the crosscutting behavior modeling of access control
concerns in UML diagrams. Tese concerns are separated
from the software’s primary model to reduce pervasiveness
problems and strictly enforce security policies. Later, these
concerns are woven into the primary model to form an
application design. Te results show that separately speci-
fying the access control concerns eases the evolution of
models.

Fan et al. [27] proposed a comprehensive aspect-ori-
ented method for cloud computing to address resource
management and scheduling issues. Te authors only fo-
cused on the running time, processing, and reliability of
resources. To construct the complete resource scheduling
model, the authors frst created the Petri net-based models
for the base layer, meta-object layer, and other components,
and then weaved these models into themain resourcemodel.
Results reveal that the proposed method has improved the
efciency of cloud computing.

Fuentes et al. [28] presented a process that is based on
aspect orientation and executable modeling to overcome the
problems of pervasiveness, reusability, and maintenance in
context-aware systems. In this research, the aspect-oriented
technique helps to modularize the context-aware crosscut-
ting concerns into a separate module, while executable
modeling supports the execution of the resultant models in
diferent scenarios and conditions to reason about appli-
cation design.

Rademacher et al. [29] proposed a method for stream-
lining the use of various technologies in microservices-based
architectural software systems.Tis method ofers numerous
technology-related decisions in microservice architecture
(MSA) and also provides justifcations for these decisions
using aspect-oriented modeling. As a result, a set of lan-
guages for model-driven microservice development is en-
hanced with capabilities for defning, modularizing, and
using MSA technological elements.

Alhamad and Hassan [30] proposed a framework for
security-based aspect-oriented models to address security
concerns in intelligent systems. Te unifed modeling lan-
guage (UML) is used to model and represent security aspects.

Yang and Wei-Dong [31] developed an approach for
modeling the traversing features in concurrent software
systems. Te approach is based on the UML statechart di-
agram and aspect-oriented modeling (AOM). Using AOM,
the traversing features and primary system functions are
separated to provide benefts in terms of traceability,
adaptability, and loose coupling.

Flotyński [32] proposed a method for visual aspect-
oriented modeling of explorable XR environments. An

explorable XR environment is one in which the behavior of
users and 3D objects, including actions and interactions, is
tracked and depicted using domain knowledge and visual
descriptors.

2.2. Object Constraint Language (OCL). Te work in the
paper [33] is the only one discovered that uses OCL to
provide role-based authorization constraints. Tis work
assists system developers in understanding the require-
ments and restrictions for developing secure systems. Te
authors demonstrated how to create role-based authori-
zation constraints using the industry-standard constraints
specifcation language. Tey developed precondition con-
straints, separation of duties, and cardinality constraints
before employing constraints specifed by a formal lan-
guage such as the role-based constraints language (RCL
2000). RCL 2000 [34] established a formal language with
elements, syntax, and semantics for specifying role-based
authorization constraints. Te language featured two se-
lection features and used role-based access control 96
(RBAC 96) [35].

Wang et al. [36] discussed details on how to use OCL to
defne constraints in RBAC. Tis paper has signifcantly
contributed in three ways. To begin, this study greatly im-
proves the work of [33] by discussing several constraint
scenarios in the advanced role-based access control model
and administrative role-based access control (ARBAC99)
[37]. For access management, the authors provide diferent
constraints that enable administrators to permit or revoke
roles for users as mobile or immobile members.

2.3. SummaryandResearchGap. Te literature review shows
that the crosscutting behavior of various quality attributes,
such as context awareness, authentication, reliability, ro-
bustness, etc., is modeled using the aspect-oriented tech-
nique. A lot of work has also been done on OCL constraints.
However, no solution to the authentication crosscutting
constraints is presented by the authors. No work has been
done on the modeling of the crosscutting constraints in
UML diagrams, for instance, sequence diagrams. Tere is no
approach ofered to separate these constraints from non-
crosscutting OCL constraints. Apart from that, verifcation
of the constraint-oriented sequence diagram is not evident
in the literature. As a result, the following research questions
are developed to address the modeling of crosscutting
constraints and the verifcation of constraint-oriented se-
quence diagrams using mathematical theorems:

RQ1. How to model the crosscutting constraints in a
sequence diagram using aspect OCL?
RQ2. How to verify the correctness and completeness
of a constraint-oriented sequence diagram?

3. Proposed Methodology

We propose an authentication-oriented modeling meth-
odology that consists of three major steps, as shown in
Figure 1. Tis methodology is based on the aspect-oriented
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technique and supports UML diagrams such as class and
sequence diagrams for modeling the functional and security
authentication behavior and constraints.

3.1. Functional Requirements. Step 1 involves the modeling
of functional requirements in class and sequence diagrams
and the separation of functional constraints into simple and
crosscutting constraints. Te simple constraints can be di-
rectly applied to the sequence diagrams, while the cross-
cutting constraints are specifed separately as functional
constraint aspects in step 3.1.

3.2. Security Requirements and Treats. In step 2, the ap-
proach takes security requirements as input for modeling.
Tese requirements are extracted to provide a mitigation
mechanism in step 2.1 and security constraints in step 2.2.
Te mitigation mechanism is modeled in a sequence dia-
gram in step 2.4. Te security constraints are further divided
into simple constraints and crosscutting constraints. Te
simple constraints in step 2.3 can be directly applied to the
sequence diagram, while the crosscutting constraints are
modeled separately as security constraint aspects in step 3.4.

3.3.Weaving. In step 3, the functional constraint aspects are
composed with the sequence diagrams to generate func-
tional sequence models in step 3.3 using a weaving mech-
anism, while the security constraint aspects are composed
with the authentication models to form security sequence
models in step 3.6. Te security sequence models are further

composed with the functional sequence models to form
authentication-oriented application models. Tese applica-
tion models are further verifed for correctness and
completeness.

4. Crosscutting Constraints and Aspect-
Oriented Technique

In this section, the crosscutting constraints and their
specifcation using OCL and aspect OCL, and the features
used in the aspect-oriented technique for modeling are
discussed.

4.1. Object Constraint Language (OCL). Te OCL is used to
specify software model constraints [38]. In practice, OCL is
utilized in industries [39, 40] to defne constraints as ex-
pressions. Moreover, a signifcant beneft of this language is
that it is not dependent on any programming level languages
[41] and has no side efects [42, 43]. Te OCL specifes
simple constraints precisely [44], but it has no solution for
crosscutting constraints to specify. A constraint is consid-
ered crosscutting if the same constraint exists in various
operations in diferent classes. For example, in Figure 2, we
have three classes, i.e., students, network administrators, and
faculty, that have login operations. Tese classes have the
same constraint for login operations, i.e., the constraint has
the same invariant, precondition, and postcondition.
Terefore, this type of constraint is an example of a
crosscutting constraint.

Weave
3.5. Weave Model
and Constraints

3.2. Weave Model
and Constraints

3.3. Functional
Sequence Model

3.6. Security
Sequence Model

3.4. Security
Constraint Aspects

3.1. Functional
Constraint Aspects

3.7. Weave Models

Weave

Weave

Apply

Weave

WeaveWeave

Output

Authentication-oriented
Application Model

Verification

2.3. Simple
Constraints

1.2. Functional
Constraints

1.3. Simple
Constraints

2.2. Security
Constraints

2.4. Model Sequence
Diagram

1.4. Model Sequence
Diagram

2.1. Mitigation
Mechanism

1.1. Model Class
Diagram

1. Functional
Requirements

2. Security
Requirements &

Threats

Functional Crosscutting
Constraint

Security Crosscutting
Constraint

Step 1

Step 3

Step 2

Apply

Figure 1: Authentication-oriented modeling approach.
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4.2. Aspect OCL. Te aspect OCL specifes the crosscutting
constraints as separate units called aspects [15, 18]. Te
aspect OCL provides advantages to eradicate the problems of
scattering and tangling during the design. As shown in
Figure 3, scattering means that the same constraint is present
in multiple classes, whereas tangling means that the same
operation or class localizes multiple constraints. It is time-
wasting to write the same constraint again and again for the
same operation in diferent classes. Terefore, to eliminate
this problem of duplication, we have to write the constraint
once and weave it with the operations where it is required, as
we can see in Figure 4.

To specify the authentication crosscutting constraints
using aspect OCL, we extended the aspect OCL constraint as
shown in Figure 5. Te authentication constraint has the
following conditions:

Invariant condition. An invariant is a condition that
must remain true for all instances of a class.
Precondition. A precondition is a condition that must
be true before the execution of an operation in a class.
Postcondition. A postcondition is a condition that must
be true after the execution of an operation in a class.
Body condition. A body condition is a condition that
holds the result of an operation.

4.3. Aspect-OrientedModeling (AOM)Constructs. Te AOM
constructs play a vital role in the modularization of aspects.
Tese constructs are used to modularize the behavioral
aspects and crosscutting constraints.

4.3.1. Aspect. Aspect modularizes the crosscutting behavior
[1, 6, 10] and crosscutting constraints [15] into separate units.
Aspect is separatelymanaged andmaintained from functional
models and is composed with the models at specifed join-
points using pointcut expressions. In the case of the con-
straint specifcation, the aspect OCL divides the constraint
aspect into two parts [15], i.e., mapping and aspect. Te
mapping part is used to specify the target elements to which
the constraint aspect is to be applied. Te target elements can
beUML classes or operations.Te aspect part is used to defne
a pointcut. Te pointcut includes the introduction or advice

[15] to insert the constraint. In Figure 4, the mapping is
defned across several classes, while the aspect has defned a
pointcut, i.e., unique Usernames to insert this constraint.

4.3.2. Introduction. Te introduction is used to introduce a
new constraint on a model element if there is already no
constraint defned.Te introduction inserts a constraint at the
join point chosen by the pointcut. Te aspect OCL presents
various types of introduction for constraint specifcation [15].

4.3.3. Advice. Te advice is used to determine how the
aspects are inserted at the join point(s) selected by the
pointcut. In the case of aspect OCL, various types of advice
[15] are used to add a constraint to already defned con-
straints on a model element.

4.3.4. Join point. Te point in the design model where the
aspect is woven to add behavior.

4.3.5. Pointcut. It is used to select the model’s join points to
apply the aspect.Te pointcut acts like a selection query [15].
Figure 6 shows the syntax of the pointcut.

4.3.6. Weaving. Weaving is a technique for incorporating
behavioral or constraint aspects into models.

4.3.7. Let. Let is used in the constraint aspect to defne a
mapping among classes, operations, and properties. For
example, in Figure 4, the expression is used for defning
classes, i.e., students, network administrators, and faculty,
that include the crosscutting constraints.

5. Analysis

Our main objective is to improve software modeling by
overcoming the problems of functional and authentication
crosscutting constraints using aspect OCL in sequence di-
agrams and to verify the constraints-oriented design models.
Tis objective is accomplished using two research questions.
Te frst research question (RQ1) is about the modeling of
the crosscutting constraints, and the second research
question (RQ2) is about the verifcation of the constraint-
oriented model. Two case studies, i.e., the ATM [45] and
e-commerce [46], are implemented using the proposed
approach to solve RQ1.

RQ1. How to model the crosscutting constraints in a
sequence diagram using aspect OCL?

5.1. ATM Case Study

5.1.1. Functional Requirements

(1) Model a Class Diagram. In this step, a class diagram for
the ATM system is created using the functional require-
ments as shown in Figure 7. Te goal of this diagram is to

Faculty 

-username 
-password 

+Login () 

Students 

-username 
-password 

+Login () 

Network Administrators 

-username 
-password 

+Login () 

Context Faculty Inv: 

Context Faculty::Login () 

Post: Login Successful 
Pre: username='true' and password='true'

self.username='valid' and self..password='valid'

Context Network Administrators Inv: 

Context Network Administrators::Login () 

Post: Login Successful 
Pre: username='true' and password='true'

self.username='valid' and self..password='valid'

Context Students Inv: 

Context Students::Login () 

Post: Login Successful 
Pre: username='true' and password='true' 

self.username='valid' and self..password='valid'

Figure 2: OCL constraints.
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depict the structural perspective of the ATM and how
diferent objects interact with one another to accomplish the
ATM’s functionalities.

(2) Extract Functional Constraints. In this step, the func-
tional constraints (Fc) are extracted from the functional
requirements. Tese constraints are further divided into
simple and crosscutting constraints. Te extracted con-
straints for the ATM system are listed in Table 1.

(3) Simple Constraints. In this step, the simple constraints,
i.e., the non-crosscutting constraints, are applied directly to
the sequence diagram. In the current situation, we have no
simple constraints.

(4) Creation of a Sequence Diagram. A sequence diagram is
used to depict the sequence of actions of a software system,
and a class diagram is normally used in the modeling of this
diagram. Figures 8–10 show the sequence diagrams for
withdrawing, depositing, and transferring cash,
respectively.

5.1.2. Security Requirements and Treats Identifcation.
Temost important part of software modeling is to consider
security during the early stages of software development.
Software security may be jeopardized if security threats are
not considered and mitigated. In the case of the ATM
system, two threats [47–49] are taken to understand how the
hacker threatened ATM security. Tese threats are given in
Figure 11.

ATM Card Skimming. Card skimming threats involve
stealing user card data by using a device called a
“skimmer,” which looks like a scanner. Tis device can
correctly scan and record the card’s critical data when it
is entirely positioned over an ATM’s card slot region,
Te hacker uses this information to conduct transac-
tions [50]. Te hacker also uses a camera to easily
record the PIN typed by the user [51].

Network Administrators 

-username 
-password 

+Login () 

Faculty

-username 
-password 

+Login () 

Students 

-username 
-password 

+Login () 

Authentication Constraint

Logging Constraint

Authorization Constraint

Authentication Constraint

Logging Constraint

Authorization Constraint

Authentication Constraint

Logging Constraint

Authorization Constraint

Tangling

Tangling

Tangling

Scattering

Figure 3: Tangling and scattering.

mapping mapUsernameConstraint
{ 
let T: {Students, Networks Administrators, Faculty}
}

aspect UsernameConstraint
{
import_mapping mapUsernameConstraint
pointcut UsernamePointcut
Context T::Login ()

intro:
pre: UsernameDefined
Self.username.oclIsUndefined ()=false

intro:
post: UniqueUsername
result=T.allInstances ()-> select (t|t.name=self.username)-> size ()=1
}

Faculty

-username 
-password 

+Login () 

-username 
-password 

+Login () 

-username 
-password 

+Login () 

Network
Administrators

Students

<<Weave>>

<<Weave>>

<<Weave>>

Figure 4: Constraint aspect.

<<Metaclass>>
Aspect Constraint

<<Stereotype>
Authentication Aspect Constraint

-Precondition: String
-Postcondition: String
-Invariant: Boolean
-Bodycondition: String

Bodycondition
{{OCL}self.constraintElement -> Include (bodycondition)}

Invariantcondition
{{OCL}self.constraintElement -> Include (Invariantcondition)}

Precondition
{{OCL}self.constraintElement -> Include (precondition)}

Postcondition
{{OCL}self.constraintElement -> Include (postcondition)}

Figure 5: Authentication constraint aspect.

pointcut <name>

<Expression>
<advice | introduction>

Context <class or method name where the aspect apply>

Figure 6: Pointcut.
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ATM Card Trapping. Card trapping attacks allow a
hacker to capture an ATM card using a special device.
In this attack, the camera is also utilized.

(1) Extract Mitigation Mechanism. At this point, the
preventive strategy for mitigating threats is extracted. Te
preventative strategy of multi-factor authentication
(MFA) is a sort of authentication strategy that ensures that
the system is only accessible to genuine users. It ensures
that only legitimate users are permitted to access the
system, and users who are not verifed by the system are
prohibited. Several techniques [52] are used to certify the
user’s validity and protect the user’s data from being
accessed by a hacker [53]. We believe that using a fn-
gerprint as the third step of authentication will raise se-
curity to a greater degree. Te MFA steps are described
below.

Step 1: Te ATM card is used to authenticate the user.

Step 2: Te user’s PIN is used for authentication.

Step 3: Te user’s fngerprint is used for verifcation.

(2) Extract Security Constraints. Te security constraints (Sc)
are extracted from the security requirements at this stage to
impose restrictions and prevent security threats. Tese
constraints are further divided into simple and crosscutting
authentication constraints. Te extracted constraints for the
ATM system are listed in Table 2.

(3) Simple Constraints. Te non-crosscutting authentication
constraints can be applied directly to the sequence diagram
in step 5.4. However, in the current scenario, we do not have
simple constraints.

User
Uses

Uses

Has

Has

Manages

Owns

Uses

Card

Save Administered by

Database

Accessed by

Monitored by

ATM ManagerATM

-Account: Account -Account: Account
-Database Name: String
-Transaction: Transaction
+Check Amount ()
+Update Account ()
+Save Transaction Details ()

-Account: Account
-PIN: Int
+Get Account ()
+Get PIN ()
+Set PIN ()

-Account No: Char
-Account Type: String

-Transaction ID: Int

TransactionAccount

Handled by
-Data: Date
-Time: Time
-Amount: Double
+Get Account Balance ()
+Process Transaction ()

-Usernam: Char

Database Administrator

-Password: Char
+Login ()
+Manage DB ()
+Monitor DB ()
+Create Backup ()

Current Account Saving Account

-Username: Char
-Password: Char
+Login ()
+Monitor ATM Operations ()
+Handle Transactions ()
+Manage Users ()

-Account: Card
+Select Card ()
+Select Account ()
+Select Amount ()
+Withdraw ()
+Deposit ()
+Check Balance ()
+Transfer Fund ()
+Select Deposit Type ()
+Select Transfer Type ()
+Enter Account No ()
+Verify Amount ()
+Enter Cash ()

-ATM No: Int
-ATM Location: String
+Eject Card ()
+Print Receipt ()
+Dispense Cash ()
+Accept Cash ()
+Dispaly Account Options ()
+Display Amount Options ()
+Display Transaction Options ()
+Request Amount ()
+Request Account Updation ()
+Display Verifcation Screen ()
+Transfer Amount ()
+Display Deposit Types ()

Figure 7: Class diagram.

Table 1: Functional constraints.

Functional
constraint Name Description

Fc1 Transaction amount limit for transfers
and withdrawals

Te transaction amount must be greater than or equal to 500 and less than
or equal to 50,000.

Fc2 Account updating in the event of a
withdrawal or transfer

If the transaction is successful, the balance must be deducted from the
account and the account must be updated.

Fc3 Account updating in the case of a deposit If the transaction is successful, the balance must be deposited into the
account and the account must be updated.

Fc4 Save transaction details Te transaction information must be saved.

Fc5 Successful transaction Te transaction must be successful if the ATMwithdraws cash, accepts cash,
and transfers cash.
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(4) Model a Sequence Diagram. Te prevention mechanism
to prevent authentication threats is modeled using a se-
quence diagram as depicted in Figure 12. Tis diagram is
known as the “authentication aspect” because it modularizes
the authentication behavior as an aspect.

5.1.3. Weaving

(1) Functional Constraints Aspects. Te constraints that are
identifed in step 5.1.2 are all crosscutting and must be
specifed separately as aspects using aspect OCL. Te ATM
functional constraint aspects are given below in Figure 13.

(2) Weave Functional Models and Functional Constraints
Aspects. In this step, all the functional crosscutting con-
straints are weaved into the ATM functional models. Te
weaving lines for each constraint aspect are colored dif-
ferently to diferentiate from each other as shown in
Figure 14.

(3) Functional Sequence Model. Te resultant functional
model for withdrawal balance is given below in Figure 15.
We are using ref to indicate the reference to the actual
functional constraints that are weaved at the join points in
step 5.3.2. Similarly, we can obtain a deposit and transfer
fund models after weaving.

User ATM Database Account

Save Transsaction Details ()

Insert Card ()

Withdraw ()

Display Account Options ()

Select Account ()

Select Amount () Request Amount ()
Check Amount ()

Update Account ()

Dispense Cash ()

Print Receipt ()

Eject Card ()

Display Account Options ()

Display Transaction Options ()

Amount OK

Account Updated

Request Account Updation ()

Amount OK

Send Transaction Details

Figure 8: Withdraw model.

User ATM Database Account

Insert Card ()

Deposit ()

Display Deposit Types ()

Select Deposit Type ()

Update Account ()

Enter cash ()

Print Receipt ()

Eject Card ()

Display Amount Options ()

Display Transaction Options ()

Account Updated

Request Account Updation ()

Accept Cash ()

Send Transaction Details

Save Transaction Details ()

Figure 9: Deposit model.
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User ATM Database Account

Insert Card ()

Transfer Fund ()

Display Transfer Types ()

Select Transfer Type ()

Select Amount ()
Request Amount ()

Verify Amount ()

Check Amount ()

Update Account ()

Transfer Amount ()

Display Verification Screen ()

Print Receipt ()

Eject Card ()

Display Amount Options ()

Enter Account No ()

Display Account No Options ()

Display Transaction Options ()

Amount OK

Account Updated

Request Account Updation ()

Amount OK

Send Transaction Details
Save Transsaction Details ()

Figure 10: Transfer fund model.
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Install
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Figure 11: ATM threats.
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(4) Security Constraints Aspects. Te crosscutting security
constraints are separately specifed as security constraint
aspects. For simplicity, we have considered only fve con-
straints as shown in Figure 16.

(5) Weaving Security Model and Security Constraint Aspects.
In this step, the security crosscutting constraints that are
modeled separately are now weaved into the security au-
thentication aspect to form a security sequence model in
Figure 17.

(6) Security Sequence Model. Te resultant authentication
sequence model is given below in Figure 18.Te ref indicates
the reference to the actual constraint aspects that are weaved
at the desired join points.

(7) Weave Models. In this step, the authentication model in
step 3.6 is weaved into the functional models in step 3.3 to
form an authentication-oriented application model as
shown in Figure 19. Te authentication design model is
weaved at those join points where it is needed. Te au-
thentication-oriented model is also referred to as the
“constraint-oriented sequence model.” Similarly, we can get
the authentication-oriented deposit and fund transfer
models.

If a user intends to do a transaction such as withdraw,
deposit, or transfer money, the user will insert a card. Te
ATM will direct the functional model to the authentication
model to verify the user credentials, and following successful

authentication, the ATM will start a sequence-wise trans-
action for the user. Apart from that, all the constraints must
be fulflled for a successful transaction to be made.

5.2. E-Commerce System Case Study. Using the proposed
approach, the following authentication-oriented models for
the e-commerce system are created in Figures 20–22. Instead
of showing all the diagrams, we have only shown the output
sequence models for three scenarios.

5.2.1. Verifcation of Constraint-Oriented Models. In this
section, RQ2 is answered. We want to verify the constraint-
oriented sequence models through mathematical theorems.
Tese theorems verify that if the weaving process is correct
and complete, then the constraint-oriented models will also
be correct and complete. Tese theorems have previously
been used to validate activity diagrams [4, 6] and sequence
diagrams [10]. Moreover, the syntax and semantic rules for
the weaving process are also provided for the sequence
diagrams [10]. Terefore, we extended these theorems to
verify the constraint-oriented sequence models. For sim-
plicity, we have taken an authentication-oriented withdraw
model in Figure 19 for the verifcation process. Similarly, we
can verify other output models.

RQ2. How to verify the correctness and completeness
of constraint-oriented sequence diagrams?

(1) Correctness of Constraint-Oriented Model. To verify the
correctness of the constraint-oriented withdraw model, we
have to prove expression (1). Tis expression is based on the
constructs that contributed to the weaving process, i.e., the
functional sequence diagram “S,” authentication aspect “a,”
constraint aspect “c,” and joinpoint “j,” where j is the
joinpoint in the authentication-oriented withdraw model.
All these constructs are included in the following expression.

“If Weaving(S, a, c, j) � S″ then(S, a, c, j,weaving)⟶ S″, a′, c′, j″, end( ”. (1)

(S, a, c, j, weaving) represents the functional sequence
diagram before weaving, while (S″, a′, c′, j″, end)” represents
the functional sequence diagram after weaving.

(1) Base Case
Te base case includes the following conditions for
the weaving process.

(1) Before weaving (S, j)� S
(2) Before weaving (a)� a

(3) Before weaving (c)� c

Using the conditions, the base case for weaving
transformation becomes.
(S, a, c, j, weaving)⟶ (S, a, c, j, end).

(2) Induction Hypothesis
Using the hypothesis let a� a′, c� c′, the equation (1)
becomes.

“If Weaving S, a′, c′, j(  � S″ then S, a′, c′, j,weaving( ⟶ S″, a′, c′, j″, end( ”. (2)

Table 2: Security constraints.

Security constraints Description
Sc1 Te card number must be valid
Sc2 Te account must be verifed
Sc3 Te PIN must be valid
Sc4 Te attempts for PIN must be less than 4
Sc5 Te fngerprint must be matched
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User ATM Database Account

alt

alt

alt

[Card=Valid]

[PIN=Valid]

[PIN=Invalid]

[Fingerprint=Invalid]

[Fingerprint=Valid]

[Card=Invalid]

Account OK

Insert Card ()

Validate Card ()

Validate PIN ()

Validate Fingerprint ()

Invalid Fingerprint

Invalid PIN

Invalid Card

Fingerprint OK

Verify Account ()

Request For PIN

Request for Fingerprint

Enrol Fingerprint ()

Access Granted

Capture Card

Capture Card

Card OK

PIN OK

Eject Card

Enter PIN ()

Figure 12: Authentication aspect.

Fc1: Tis constraint handles the precondition for the transactional
limit in the case of withdrawing and transferring amounts.

mapping mapCheckAmount
{

}

aspect CheckAmount
{
import_map mapCheckAmount
pointcut CheckAmountPointcut
Context T :: CheckAmount ()

Intro::
pre: Check Amount
self.selectamount ≥ 500 and self.selectamount ≤ 50000
}

Fc2: Tis constraint handles the postcondition for updating
the account in the case of withdrawing and transferring.

mapping mapUpdateAccount
{

}

aspect UpdateAccount
{
import_map mapUpdateAccount
pointcut UpdateAccountPointcut
Context T :: UpdateAccount ()

Intro::
post: Update Account
self.accountBalance=accountBalance - deductedBalance
}

Fc3: Tis constraint handles the postcondition for updating
the account in the case of a deposit.

mapping mapUpdateDeposit
{

}

aspect UpdateDeposit
{
import_map mapUpdateDeposit
pointcut UpdateDepositPointcut
Context T :: UpdateAccount ()

Intro::
post: Update Account
self.accountBalance=accountBalance + AddedBalance
}

Fc5: Tis constraint handles the postcondition for successful withdrawing,
transferring, and depositing amounts.

mapping mapTransactionSuccess
{

}

aspect TransactionSuccess
{
import_map mapTransactionSuccess
pointcut TransactionSuccessPointcut
Context T:: Dispense Cash (), Accept Cash (), Transfer Amount ()

Intro::
post: Transaction Successful
self.Transaction.Success='True'
}

Fc4: Tis constraint handles the invariant for sucessful and failed transactions in
the case of withdrawing, depositing, and transfering amounts.

mapping mapTransactionStatus
{
 
}

aspect TransactionStatus
{

import_map mapTransactionStatus
pointcut TransactionStatusPointcut
Context T :: Save Transaction Details ()
inv TransactionSuccess: records -> select (OCLIsTypesOf (Transaction))-> size ()=1
inv TransactionFail: records -> select (OCLIsTypesOf (Transaction))-> size ()=0
}

(d). Transaction Details Constraint Aspect

(a).Check Amount Constraint Aspect (b). Balance Deduction Constraint Aspect (d). Balance Addition Constraint Aspect

(e). Transaction Success Constraint Aspect

let T: {Deposit}

let T: {Withdraw, Deposit, Transfer}let T: {Withdraw, Deposit, Transfer}

let T: {Withdraw, Transfer} let T: {Withdraw, Transfer}

Figure 13: Functional constraints aspects.
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We used the following steps for the weaving process.

(1) We added the constraint aspects and authenti-
cation aspects. Hence, the addition can be
written as. add.kind� introduction

(2) j is a type of join point: j.type ∈ Join point
(3) j belongs to the functional sequence diagram’s

join points: j� S. Join points

After the weaving process, when we apply the authen-
tication aspects and constraint aspects, the transformation
equation becomes

“(S, a, c, j,weaving)⟶ S′, a′, c′, j′,weaving( ”. (3)

Using the hypothesis we can conclude that

“ S′, a′, c′, j′,weaving( ⟶ S″, a′, c′, j″, end( ”. (4)

Using the relation of transitivity for (3) and (4) which
results in.

“(S, a, c, j,weaving)⟶ S″, a′, c′, j″, end( “ (Proved). (5)

Hence, equation (1) is proved. We can conclude that the
authentication-oriented withdraw model in Figure 19 is
correct. Te equation shows the correct transformation of
the weaving process from (S, a, c, j, weaving) to (S″, a′, c′, j″,
end). Moreover, it shows that we correctly weaved the as-
pects with the functional model.

Save Transsaction Details ()

User ATM Database Account

Insert Card () 

Display Transaction Options () 

Withdraw ()

Display Account Options ()

Select Account ()

Display Amount Options ()

Select Amount ()

Check Amount ()
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Display Amount Options ()
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Request Account Updation () 
Update Account ()

Account Updated

Send Transaction Details
Print Receipt ()

Eject Card ()
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User ATM Database Account

Insert Card () 

Display Transaction Options () 

Transfer Fund () 

Display Transfer Types () 

Select Transfer Type () 

Display Account No Options () 

Enter Account No () 

Display Amount Options () 

Request Account Updation () 
Update Account ()

Account Updated

Save Transsaction

Details ()
Print Receipt ()

Eject Card ()

Select Amount () 
Request Amount ()

Check Amount ()

Amount OK
Amount OK

Display Verifcation Screen () 

Verify Amount () 

Transfer Amount ()

Send Transaction Details
<<weave>>

<<weave>> <<weave>>

<<weave>>

<<weave>><<weave>><<weave>><<weave>> <<weave>>

<<weave>>

<<weave>>

Fc1: Tis constraint handles the precondition for the transactional 

limit in the case of withdrawing and transferring amounts.

mapping mapCheckAmount

{ 

let T: {Withdraw, Transfer}

}

aspect CheckAmount

{

import_map mapCheckAmount

pointcut CheckAmountPointcut

Context T :: Check Amount()

Intro::

pre: Check Amount

self.selectamount ≥ 500 and self.selectamount ≤ 50000

}

Fc2: Tis constraint handles the postcondition for updating 

the account in the case of withdrawing and transferring.

mapping mapUpdateAccount

{ 

let T: {Withdraw, Transfer}

}

aspect UpdateAccount

{

import_map mapUpdateAccount

pointcut UpdateAccountPointcut

Context T :: Update Account()

Intro::

post: Update Account

self.accountBalance=accountBalance - deductedBalance

}

Fc3: Tis constraint handles the postcondition for updating the 

account in the case of a deposit.

mapping mapUpdateDeposit

{ 

let T: {Deposit}

}

aspect UpdateDeposit

{

import_map mapUpdateDeposit

pointcut UpdateDepositPointcut

Context T :: Update Account()

Intro::

post: Update Account

self.accountBalance=accountBalance + AddedBalance

}

Fc4: Tis constraint handles the invariant for successful and failed transactions in

the case of withdrawing, depositing, and transferring amounts.

mapping mapTransactionStatus

{ 

let T: {Withdraw, Deposit, Transfer}

}

aspect TransactionStatus

{

import_map mapTransactionStatus

pointcut TransactionStatusPointcut

Context T :: Save Transaction Details()

inv TransactionSuccess: records -> select(OCLIsTypesOf(Transaction))-> size()=1

inv TransactionFail: records -> select(OCLIsTypesOf(Transaction))-> size()=0

}

Fc5: Tis constraint handles the postcondition for successful withdrawing, 

transferring, and depositing amounts.

mapping mapTransactionSuccess

{ 

let T: {Withdraw, Deposit, Transfer}

}

aspect TransactionSuccess

{

import_map mapTransactionSuccess

pointcut TransactionSuccessPointcut

Context T :: Dispense Cash(), Accept Cash(), Transfer Amount()

Intro::

post: Transaction Successful

self.transaction.success='True'

}

Request Account Updation ()

Amount OK

Request Amount ()

Figure 14: Weaving.

User ATM Database Account

Print Receipt ()

Eject Card ()

ref

ref

ref

ref

Check Amount Constraint 
Aspect

Balance Deduction Constraint
 Aspect

Transaction Details Constraint 
Aspect

Transaction Success Constraint
 Aspect

Insert Card ()

Dispaly Transaction Options ()

Withdraw ()

Dispaly Account Options ()

Select Account ()

Display Amount Options ()

Select Amount ()

Dispense Cash ()

Request Amount ()

Amount OK

Request Account Updation ()

Send Transaction Details

Check Amount ()

Amount OK

Update Account ()

Account Updated

Save Transsaction Details ()

Figure 15: Withdraw model with functional constraints.
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Sc1: This constraint handles the precondition for card validation.

mapping mapValidateCard
{
letT: {Authentication}
}

aspect ValidateCard
{
import_map mapValidateCard
pointcut ValidateCardPointcut
Context T :: Validate Card ()

Intro::
pre: Card Validation
if self.IsCardIdOK then
 Valid
else
 Invalid
endif
}

(a)

Sc2: Tis contraint handles the precondition for account
verifcation.

mapping mapAccountVerifcation
{
 letT: {Authentication}
}

aspect VerifyAccount
{
import_map mapAccountVerifcation
pointcut VerifyAccountPointcut
Context T :: Verify Account ()

Intro::
pre: Account Verifcation
self.accountNo=CardId
}

(b)

Sc3: Tis constraint handles the precondition for PIN Validation.

mapping mapValidatePIN
{
 letT: {Authentication}
}

aspect ValidatePIN
{
import_map mapValidatePIN
pointcut ValidatePINPointcut
Context T :: Validate PIN ()

Intro::
pre: PIN Validation
if self.IsPINOK then
 valid
else
 Invalid
endif
}

(c)

Sc4: Tis constraint handles the precondition for PIN Attempts

mapping mapPINAttempts
{
 letT: {Authentication}
}

aspect PINAttempts
{
import_map mapPINAttempts
pointcut PINAttemptsPointcut
Context T :: Enter PIN ()

Intro::
pre: PIN Attempts
self.attempts <4 and self.attempts=attempts + 1
}

(d)

Figure 16: Continued.
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(2) Completeness of Constraint-Oriented Model. To verify the
completeness of the constraint-oriented withdrawmodel, we
have to prove expression (6). Tis expression is based on the

constructs that contributed to the weaving process. Te
constructs are functional sequence diagram “S,” authenti-
cation aspect “a,” constraint aspect “c,”, and a joinpoint “j,”

.

.

.

.

<<weave>>

User ATM

Insert Card ()

Request For PIN

Enter PIN ()

Request for Fingerprint

Enrol Fingerprint ()

Access Granted

Capture Card

Capture Card

Eject Card

alt

alt

alt

[Card=Valid]

[PIN=Valid]

[Fingerprint=Valid]

[Fingerprint=Invalid]

[PIN=Invalid]

[Card=Invalid]

<<weave>>

Validate Card ()

Card OK

Validate PIN ()

PIN OK

Validate Fingerprint ()

Fingerprint OK

Invaid Fingerprint

Invalid PIN

Invalid Card

<<weave>>

<<weave>>

<<weave>>

Verify Account ()

Account OK

<<Card Validation Constraint Aspect>>

mapping mapValidateCard
{
letT: {Authentication}
}
aspect ValidateCard
{
import_map mapValidateCard
pointcut ValidateCardPointcut
Context T :: Validate Card ()
Intro::
pre: Card Validation
if self.IsCardIdOK then
 Valid
else
 Invalid
endif
}

<<Fingerprint Calidation Constration Aspect>>

mapping mapValidateFingerprint
{
 let T: {Authentication}
}
aspect ValidateFingerprint
{
import_map mapValidateFingerprint
pointcut ValidateFingerprintPointcut
Context T :: Validate Fingerprint ()
Intro::
pre: Fingerprint Validation
if self.IsFingerprintMatched then
 Valid
else
 Invalid
end if
}

Database Account

<<account verifcation Constraint Aspect>>

mapping mapAccountVerifcation
{
 let T: {Authentication}
}
aspect VerifyAccount
{
import_map mapAccountVerifcation
pointcut VerifyAccountPointcut
Context T :: Verify Account ()
Intro::
pre: Account Verifcation
self.accountNo=CardId
}

<<PIN Validation Contraint Aspect>>

mapping mapValidatePIN
{
 let T: {Authentication}
}
aspect ValidatePIN
{
import_map mapValidatePIN
pointcut ValidatePINPointcut
Context T :: Validate PIN ()
Intro::
pre: PIN Validation
if self.IsPINOK then
 valid
else
 Invalid
endif
}

<<PIN Attempts Constraint Aspect>>

mapping mapPINAttempts
{
 let T: {Authentication}
}
aspect PINAttempts
{
import_map mapPINAttempts
pointcut PINAttemptsPointcut
Context T :: Enter PIN ()
Intro::
pre: PIN Attempts
self.attempts < 4 and self.attempts=attempts + 1
}

Figure 17: Weaving security model and constraints.

Sc5: Tis constraint handles the precondition for fngerprint validation

mapping mapValidateFingerprint
{
 letT: {Authentication}
}

aspect ValidateFingerprint
{
import_map mapValidateFingerprint
pointcut ValidateFingerprintPointcut
Contect T :: Validate Fingerprint ()

Intro::
pre: Fingerprint Validation
if self.IsFingerprintMatched then
 Valid
else
 Invalid
end if
}

(e)

Figure 16: Authentication constraint aspects. (a) Card validation constraint aspect. (b) Account verifcation constraint aspect. (c) PIN
validation constraint aspect. (d) PIN attempts constraint aspect. (e) Fingerprint validation constraint aspect.
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where j is the joinpoints in the authentication-oriented
withdraw model. If the weaving is complete, then the output
model will also be complete.

“If Weaving(S, a, c, j,weaving)⟶ S″, a′, c′, j′, end( thenWeaving(S, a, c, j) � S″“. (6)

In expression (6), (S, a, c, j, weaving) represents before
weaving, (S″, a′, c′, j″, end) represents after weaving, and (S,
a, c, j)� S″ represents the complete diagram in Figure 19.

(1) Basis case
For the base case, the transformation expression
using the end weaving can be written as.
“(S, a, c, j, weaving)⟶ (S, a′, c′, j, end)”

But we know that (S, a, c, j, weaving)� S, therefore
the expression becomes:
Weaving (S, a′, c′, j)� S.

(2) Induction Hypothesis
Using the hypothesis, let a� a′, c� c′, equation (6)
becomes.

“If Weaving S, a′, c′, j,weaving( ⟶ S″, a′, c′, j″, end( thenWeaving S, a′, c′, j(  � S″“. (7)

As we know, the weaving process follows the fol-
lowing three steps.

(1) Our add adaptation can be given as
add.kind� introduction.

(2) j has a type that belongs to the join point:
p.type ∈ Join point

(3) j belongs to the sequence diagram’s join points:
j� S.Join points

Using all three steps for the weaving process, we can
conclude that.

Weaving(S, a, c, j) � Weaving S′, a′, c′, j′( . (8)

We know that in expression (8).

Weaving S′, a′, c′, j′( ′
 ′ � S″, a′, c′, j″, end( . (9)

We also know that.

S″, a′, c′, j″, end(  � S″ (10)

Transitivity for (8) and (10) results.

weaving S′, a′, c′, j′(  � S″. (11)

But according to equation (8), (S′, a′, c′, j′)”�weaving
(S, a, c, j), therefore equation (11) becomes.

Weaving(S, a, c, j) � S″ (Proved). (12)

Hence, equation (6) is proved. We can conclude from
equation (6) that the authentication-oriented withdraw
model is complete because if we take a look at this model in
Figure 19, it contains a functional sequence diagram, an
authentication aspect, constraint aspects, and all other join
points, which indicate that all the constructs are same before

and after weaving. Hence, our constraint-oriented model
(S″) is proved in terms of completeness. Similarly, we can
verify other constraint-oriented models.

6. Results and Significance

6.1. Results. Te results that are concluded from the
implementation of the case studies and the verifcation
process are given below.

(1) Using the proposed approach, all the functional
sequence diagrams of the ATM system in
Figures 8–10 and their functional crosscutting
constraints in Figure 13 are successfully modeled
separately. Similarly, the security aspect model in
Figure 12 and all its security crosscutting constraint
aspects in Figure 18 are also modeled separately.
Tese constraint aspects are now managed and
maintained separately from the design models. Te
tangling and scattering are removed, as there is no
need to write the same constraint again and again.
We have to write the constraints once and weave
them into the desired sequence models at their
specifed join points. In this way, the duplication of
constraints is completely removed from sequence
diagrams. Te same results are true for the second
case study.

(2) Te overall constraints are reduced. In the case of the
ATM case study, if we take both techniques, i.e., OCL
and aspect OCL, for constraints specifcation, we can
conclude that using OCL, the total constraints re-
quired for all functional diagrams are 26 while using
aspect OCL, the same constraints are reduced to 10.
Constraint specifcations using both techniques are
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Figure 18: Authentication sequence model with constraints.
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Display Account Options ()

Select Account ()

Display Amount Options ()
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Figure 19: Authentication-oriented withdraw model.
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User Login Books Cart

Login ()

Search Book ()

Add Book to Cart ()

Book Added

Buy Book ()

Enabled Book Download

ref Authentication

User Login

alt

loop Username ()

Password ()

Verify ()

Login Successful

Login Successful

ref
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Login Constraint
Aspect

Login Attempts
Constraint Aspect

Show Book

Figure 20: Authentication-oriented purchase model.

User Login Books Cart
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Add New Books ()
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Enabled Books Download ()
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User Login

alt

loop
ref
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Figure 21: Authentication-oriented inventory model.
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Figure 22: Authentication-oriented stock model.
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given below in Figures 23 and 24. Similarly, in the
case of the e-commerce case study, all three func-
tional models need 6 constraints, i.e., two constraints
for each model. As a result of using aspect OCL, the
constraints are reduced to two.

(3) Te authentication constraint-oriented model has
been successfully verifed in terms of correctness and
completeness, which shows that the output models
are correct and complete.

(4) According to our fndings, our approach is more
efective and useful than the other approaches. Our
methodology covers all the necessary steps required
for behavior and constraint modeling using the as-
pect-oriented technique. Table 3 presents all the
approaches discussed in the literature review. Tese
approaches ignore the most important steps that are
required for modeling the constraints using the
aspect-oriented technique.

6.2. Research Signifcance. Te proposed approach and its
results are examined from various angles to determine
whether they address modeling issues such as constraint

reduction, separation of constraints, constraint evolution,
complexity reduction, and so on. Te following is the sig-
nifcance of the proposed research.

6.2.1. Model All Constraints. Te proposed approach covers
the modeling of various types of constraints, such as simple
OCL constraints, and functional and security crosscutting
constraints.

6.2.2. Reduce Maintenance. Te maintenance of design
models and constraint aspects is reduced.Te constraints are
separately managed and modifed without afecting the
design models. For example, if we want to modify the
balance addition and deduction constraints, we can easily
modify themwithout altering the designmodels. In this way,
the rate of manageability and maintenance is also reduced.

6.2.3. Improved Separation of Concerns. Our approach has
also improved the separation of authentication concerns and
their constraints. Tese concerns are modularized separately
from functional logic.

Withdraw Cash Model
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PIN Verifcation 

PIN Attempts

Fingerprint Validation

Functional 
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Figure 23: Constraints specifcation using OCL.
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Details 

Constraint

PIN Attempt 
Constraint

PIN Validation 
Constraint

Fingerprint 
Validation 
Constraint

Transaction 
Success 

Constraint

Balance 
Addition 
Constraint

Required Required 

Figure 24: Constraints specifcation using aspect OCL.

Table 3: Limitations of the previous approaches.

Papers
Functional

requirements
modeling

Crosscutting
quality attributes

modeling
(security,

reliability, etc.)

Separation of
simple and
crosscutting
constraints

Extension of
aspect OCL
constraint

Crosscutting
constraints

modeling (both
functional and
authentication)

Weaving of
crosscutting
constraints

Verifcation of
constraint-
oriented
models

Shaukat
et al. [1] ✓ ✓

Djedjiga
et al. [6] ✓ ✓

Indrakshi
et al. [9] ✓ ✓

Ubaid et al.
[10] ✓ ✓

Kendra
et al. [22] ✓ ✓

Geri et al.
[23] ✓ ✓

Nada et al.
[24] ✓ ✓

Dianxiang
et al. [25] ✓ ✓

Xiang and
Li [26] ✓ ✓

Guisheng
et al. [27] ✓ ✓

Lidia et al.
[28] ✓ ✓

Our
approach ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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6.2.4. Reduction in Complexity. Te reduction in the
number of duplicate constraints reduced the time and efort
required for maintenance, which, accordingly, also reduced
the complexity of constraints and design models.

6.2.5. Better Readability. Te proposed method improved
the readability and understandability of the design models
and constraints. Te modularized models and constraints
are easily comprehensible.

6.2.6. Generalization. Te results can also be generalized to
other security aspects, i.e., authorization, integrity, conf-
dentiality, etc.

7. Conclusion

Modeling the security mechanism to prevent security vul-
nerabilities and threats is highly essential during software
design. In recent years, various researchers have used the
aspect-oriented technique for security modeling. Tese re-
searchers have only solved the problems of crosscutting
security behavior in various design artifacts such as state
machines, activity diagrams, etc. but ignored the problems of
security crosscutting constraints, specifcally authentication
crosscutting constraints. Tese constraints are difcult to
maintain andmanage and result in duplication when applied
to design artifacts using OCL. To cope with these problems,
we presented an authentication-orientedmodeling approach
to correctly address the crosscutting constraints as inde-
pendent units using aspect OCL. Te proposed approach
successfully removed the constraints’ tangling and scattering
from the sequence diagram during the design stage. Te
constraint-oriented resultant models are successfully veri-
fed. Moreover, the results show that the constraints are
reduced using aspect OCL, which consequently reduces the
maintenance, management, and complexity of these con-
straints. In the future, we intend to develop a tool for the
automated weaving of constraints into design models.

Data Availability
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